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Composer's Notes
Hebrew Folk Song Suite
(TRN Music Publishers)

Hebrew Folk Song Suite was my first work to be commissioned and published. The suite was commissioned
and premiered by fellow Texas bandmaster J. W. Purvis with his eighth-grade band from Flour Bluff, Texas (a
suburb of Corpus Christi). The work is dedicated to Rabbi S. Howard Schwartz. Rabbi Schwartz helped me select
the folk songs – calling on his knowledge as both a Rabbi and his school band experience in the state of Florida
as a trumpeter.
The first movement, Shalom Alaychem, is a traditional eastern Jewish folk song that is often used across
America in Temples and Synagogues to welcome the Sabbath. The title means “ peace be with you” and is the
traditional Israeli or Jewish greeting for the beginning of “ the holy day.”
The second movement, B’ tel Chay (the city of life) is an Israeli folk song and tells of a great general who lost
his arm in the struggle to create the present state of Israel. The third and final movement is a traditional children’ s song that is often used around the campfire. It is a question and answer song – the Rabbi asking the
question (represented by the brass) followed by one of the children answering (represented by the woodwinds).
The title, Ta-nu, Ta-nu, Ra-ba-nan, means “ the Rabbi is our teacher.”
Hebrew Folk Song Suite No. 2

Band, a 1992 State Marching Band Finalist and a performance at the 1993 Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic.
Mr. Bertman currently directs the “ Spirit of Houston” Cougar Marching Band/Cougar Brass and the Moores
School of Music Symphonic Winds at the University of Houston. With over 250 members, the “ Spirit of Houston”
Cougar Marching Band recently appeared in the Super Bowl XXXVIII Halftime show produced by MTV.
Mr. Bertman received the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences Alumni Faculty Award in 2003 and the Bill
Yeoman Special Contributions Award in January of 2004. He is a member of the Texas Music Educators
Association and Texas Bandmasters Association. In addition to his duties at the University of Houston, Mr.
Bertman is a brass captain head for the Cavaliers Drum and Bugle Corps.

Kevin Richardson

Kevin Richardson holds a Bachelor of Music degree from The University of Texas and a Master of Music degree
from Northwestern State University. He has been a high school band director in the Victoria, Mesquite, West
Orange-Cove and Columbia-Brazoria independent school districts. Currently, he is a Teaching Assistant at the
University of Houston where he is pursuing a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Instrumental Conducting. He studies conducting and rehearsal techniques with Tom Bennett and David Bertman, as well as composition with Dr. Rob
Smith.
ﱾﱽﱼﱻ

(TRN Music Publishers)

Hebrew Folk Song Suite No. 2 was commissioned and premiered by Steve Sulak and the J. L. Williams
School Band of Copperas Cove, Texas in May of 1981. This work is “ lovingly dedicated to the memory of Patti
Call” who died in an automobile crash the night before she was to graduate from high school. Patti Call had
played horn in my band and in the school’ s woodwind quintet. I had moved to another school by the time she
would have graduated; however, I received a letter one week before her untimely death stating her hopes of
becoming a band director adding, in her very special way, “ where do you think I got that idea?”
The first movement, Jacob’ s Song, is a traditional folk song that tells the Biblical story of Jacob. There are
quotes from the Australian/American composer Percy Grainger. The second movement, titled Tzur Yisraeil, is
from the Jewish High Holy Day service and means “ always Israel.” The energetic finale, Nigun Bialik, once
again quotas Percy Grainger but in a less obvious fashion. A Nigun is a “ song” and Bialik was a great Jewish
philosopher, so the title literally translates as “ the song
– 2of– Bialik.”

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
A special thanks to everyone who had a hand in this project; from my wife, Dr. Cay Smith Osmon (for her hours
of listening to the “ cuts” with me); David Bertman, Mark Morette, David Ashley White (Department Chair of the
Moores School of Music) and the members of the University of Houston Symphonic Winds (for ultimately making all this work); Dr. Ronnie Bush and Dr. Daniel Ninburg (for their kindness); Desiderio Caamal (for his photographic talent); RBC, TRN and SMC (for providing the performance material); and a most special thank you to
the man who has championed my music for almost a quarter of a century (on this project he did everything
from organize, rehearse when David Bertman was out of town, run the recorder at the recording session and
play bass drum when we came up one percussionist short) – my friend and mentor – Eddie Green.
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Most recent performances include premieres in Houston, Chicago, San Antonio, Xalapa (Veracruz, Mexico),
Merida (Yucatan, Mexico) and New York’ s famous Carnegie Hall. Osmon’ s published works number more than
45, including a new book on the composer Percy Grainger. Additional recordings of Osmon’ s compositions are
available from Mark Custom Recording Service and include works for band, chamber ensemble and the complete score to his ballet “ A Sea of Seven Colors.” Published works are available from RBC Music, TRN Music,
SMC, G & M Brand, and Peer Music.

Hebrew Folk Song Suite No. 3 was commissioned by the Coyle Middle School Honors Band (Rowlett, Texas,
Marcia Zoffuto and Jason Wallace, Directors) for performance at the 2003 Midwest International Music Clinic.
The work is dedicated to three of my teachers—Charles A. Wiley (in memory of), Richard Kole, and Eddie Green—
as a “ thank-you . . .with a great amount of gratitude.”

After working for 30 years as a public school band director and teaching as an adjunct professor at the
University of Houston, Osmon now lives in Merida, Yucatan, Mexico with his wife Dr. Cay Smith Osmon and their
three cats (Baby, Miss Kitty and BooBoo Bear). He is presently a consultant for the Institute of Culture for the
State of Yucatan and for the University of Yucatan (UADY) chamber orchestra.

The first movement (I. Dancing Song) is a Yiddish folk song titled “ Bin Ich Mir Gegungen Fishelech Koyfn” (“ I
went to the market to buy me some little fish” ). This song is a satirical, humorous love song in the form of a
“ hurdy-gurdy-style” dance. In the Yiddish version, the text includes a Chasidic refrain of “ day-day-day” (nonsense syllables).

Eddie Green

The second movement (II. A Pious Song) is derived from a melody by the Polish/Jewish composer of liturgical
music Max Helfman (1901-1963). It is simple and direct, yet musically challenging, and is in the form of a
hymn. This was a popular work in the 1920’ s and 1930’ s and was often sung in Synagogue services. The text
reflects the greatness of God.

Mr. Green has helped develop many successful bands throughout Texas, as well as the country. His bands have
performed at many music conventions and made significant recordings, most notably, the critically acclaimed
“ The Works of Percy Grainger” with University of Houston Wind Ensemble.

The third movement uses two different sources for its material. The introduction is the Hebrew folk song “ Shiru
Lanu” and is a song sung for Tishah B’ av (the ninth day of the Hebrew month of Av). It mourns the destruction
of the First Temple in the year 586 BCE by the Babylonians, and of the Second Temple in the year 70 CE by the
Romans (both temples were destroyed on the same day). The second melody is from the Yiddish folk song “ Ale
Mentshen Tantzendik” (“ Folks are at their dancingest” ). The words describe the groom to be “ poor Moyshe”
who is crying before he is to be married.

Eddie Green has been dedicated to instrumental pedagogy for over forty years. He has taught at all levels of
instrumental ensemble performance, including positions at Western Michigan University and University of
Houston, producing many of today’ s leading music educators.

Over the last twenty years, students of Eddie Green have excelled in the field of instrumental music education.
They have led their own ensembles to state and national championships. Mr. Green has the distinction of having
more former students lead ensembles at the Midwest International Band and Orchestra Convention than any
other teacher in the country.

Hebrew Folk Song Suite No. 3
(RBC Music Publishers)

West Point Songs

David Bertman

David Bertman received his Bachelor of Arts in Instrumental Music Education from the University of Oklahoma,
studying with Gene Trailkill, William Wakefield and Roland Barrett. In 1997, Mr. Bertman earned his Masters
Degree in Applied Music Conducting from the Moores School of Music at the University of Houston.
Mr. Bertman was Associate Director of Bands at Haltom High School in the Birdville Independent School District
for thirteen years. His ensembles received numerous awards, including being named the 1993 Texas 5A Honor
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(TRN Music Publishers)

West Point Songs was composed for and dedicated to Richard Kole, retired Conductor, Del Mar College
(Corpus Christi, Texas). Richard Kole was a West Point band member in the early 1940’ s. At the time I composed this work our high school band in Pearland, Texas was doing the Gould Symphony for Band and my students would go to the high school band hall for lessons and would return the next day talking about this “ fun”
sounding music and would inevitably ask “ why don’ t we play something like that.” It was composed as both
my response to their question and to have a work that I could use to teach 6/8 meter.
–3–

The opening tune is “ Land of Our Hearts” and is dedicated “ to our country” in 1917. It was a product of WWI
and was sung during services in the Cadet Chapel. The second melody is “ Petition” and is also an outgrowth of
WWI. The words stress duty, honor, country, and West Point. It is a serious song – rarely sung outside of the
Chapel. “ Petition” was, however, not introduced until 1924. The first movement returns to “ Land of Out
Hearts” – two examples of the idealistic nature of the Corps of Cadets.
The second movement opens with a standard “ turn of the century” 6/8 cadence. Marching is a major part of
the Cadet’ s life. “ Away, Away, Away We Go” is a popular athletic song (originally a British war song) and is
the same “ tune” used by Morton Gould in his Symphony for Band. Athletics, practice marches, parades, and
disciplinary measures are all part of the spirit of the service. Some of the ideals and traditions of West Point
include the humorous practice of the “ Rain Charm” (used in measure 19), the anti-marching song from the
class of 1893. How to produce rain on days when Parade is scheduled has been a traditional problem with the
Corps of Cadets. On such days, the “ Plebes” (members of the last incoming class) are traditionally urged by
upper classmen to experiment in every possible way to invoke a shower. Mounting the stump upon one such
occasion back in the 1880’ s, Cadet Mathew E. Saville of Missouri, class of 1893, whistled an old Missouri tune.
This experiment proved most successful as a convincing shower soon occurred and Parade was called off. This
practice was carried on down through succeeding classes. The final melody introduces “ An Area Bird” (measure
35). This tune is from the Hundredth Night Show of 1925. (An “ Area Bird” is a cadet serving a punishment tour
by pacing to and fro, by the hour, on the hard courtyard by the barracks.)
American Songs
(Southern Music Company).

American Songs was composed in 1980, and premiè red the same year by the Pearland Intermediate School
band, with the composer conducting. The piece was written as a gift for fellow Texas bandmaster and friend,
Steve Sulak. The composition makes use of several folk songs from the American South and West including: I’m
Sad and I’m Lonesome, Lonesome Grove, Camptown Races, Home, Sweet Home and Swanee River.
American Songs provides the opportunity for students to experience several different styles. While the introduction lends itself to a more marcato style, the first melody is more connected and somewhat legato. The second
theme is also legato in style. It is followed by a Stephen Foster trilogy.

Leroy Osmon

Although born May 27, 1948 in Washington, Indiana, Leroy Osmon grew up and lived for 44 years in east Texas. As a
student in the Texas public school system he studied clarinet and saxophone. His first composition and orchestration
teacher was Charles “Pete” Wiley. Osmon holds degrees from Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas (B.S.), a Masters
of Music from Sam Houston State University (Huntsville, Texas) in composition (studying with Fisher Tull), conducting
(Gary Sousa) and musicology (James Marks). While working on his DMA at the University of Houston,
Osmon studied composition with Michael Horvit and conducting with Eddie Green.
Osmon continues to receive commissions for all music genres
and he has received the ASCAP Standard Music Award for
Composition annually for more than a decade. He has
twice received the Medallion La Ville De Contrexeville
(Contrexeville, France) for concerts that premiè red his
compositions. His works have been performed at every
major music conference in the United States. The year
2003 marked the eleventh consecutive year for his
music to be performed at the prestigious Midwest
International Music Clinic. Leroy Osmon was one
of five composers selected to have their music
studied and presented at the World Association
of Symphonic Bands and Ensembles 1988
conference in Manchester, England. Paula
Crider, then University of Texas director,
presented his Symphony for Winds and
Percussion at the WASBE conference. His
music has been performed throughout
the United States of America
as well as in Europe,
Australia, Japan, Israel
and Mexico.

Dr. Osmon consults with expert on aspects of “The Day of the Dead”
–4–
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The Dance should be performed on the “ fast” side of allegro, in full force and with a great deal of
“ smaltz.” It is in total contrast to the Prelude and should be a total surprise to the listener. The Dance
is in the style of the traditional Klezmer or Jewish wedding band. Like the traditional Jewish band there
are several clarinet solos that can be played in the Klezmer style as well as a saxophone trio, bassoon
solo, baritone horn solos, and timpani solo. Scott McAdow commissioned this work in honor of his
father, Maurice McAdow (a legend in Texas band directing) for performance at the 2000 Midwest
International Music Clinic in Chicago. The work is lovingly dedicated to my wife Cay Smith Osmon.
Enigmatic Variations
(RBC Music Publishers)

Enigmatic Variations (subtitled “ Ainissesthai” ) was composed from material in Sir Edward Elgar’ s
Enigma Variations. It was suggested to me that an arrangement of sections of the Elgar piece would give
young bands the opportunity to perform parts of this great work. However, I found that composing a
new set of variations was more appealing. Every measure of the Enigmatic Variations can be traced to
melodic, rhythmic or harmonic material used by Elgar. The opening measure is taken from the triplet
figure that is repeatedly used in “ Variation XIV” (measure 18). This is followed in measure three by a
trombone solo taken from the first measure of the cello line in “ Variation XIII.” Each of the melodic
entrances, first by the trumpet and then the horn and baritone, are from the main “ original” theme of
Elgar. One of the more dramatic moments in the opening (measures 20 through 23) is a development
of the four sixteenth notes in “ Variation X,” measure two, count two. Some of the sounds will simply
be familiar in style to Elgar’ s and others are more direct. The ending of the Enigmatic Variations is a
direct quote from “ Variation IV,” the intent being a “ wake-up” call for anyone who has not figured it
out.
The Enigmatic Variations was commissioned by and is dedicated to the Reed Middle School Band
(Duncanville, Texas, Tammy Fedynich, Gary Williams and Melinda Schweig, Directors), for performance
at the Texas Music Educators Association’ s 2003 “ CCC” Honor Band Concert.
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Four Dutch Hymns
(RBC Music Publishers)

Four Dutch Hymns is a setting of works by four obscure Dutch composers from the time of J. S. Bach. The
titles of each movement are in “ old” Dutch:
Waer dat Men Sich al Keerd of Wend (1616)
Bebe voor het Vaderland (1585)
O Nederland! Let op u sack (1577)
Wilt henen nu treden (1597)
The Texas Symphonic Band, under the direction of the composer, gave the first performance in Elburg, The
Netherlands (July 1989). It was composed for and performed at a Dutch Reformed Calvinist church service. The
scoring is for a variety of combinations (much like the M. Lake – Bach 16 Chorales) and can be performed with
full band, woodwind choir, brass choir, clarinet choir, saxophone ensemble or selected woodwind/brass combinations. It is an alternative to the more traditional daily band warm-up and would easily fit into a variety of
performance combinations from ensemble contest to holiday concerts.
The Hanukkah Gift
(RBC Music Publishers)

The Hanukkah Gift was composed as a gift for a friend who had given me a very special gift for the Jewish
Holiday “ Hanukkah” . I wanted to compose something that was equally as beautiful yet uniquely different. The
“ feel” of this composition is that of a very traditional Hebrew melody, yet I wanted to keep the textures light
and holding to the more “ contemporary” style of my compositions from the early- and mid-1990’ s. Scoring is
thin and percussion is limited to four parts. There are a great number of meter changes, allowing students to
explore and experience unusual time signatures. The entire work should be conceived as rubato with a continuous forward flow. The ending returns to the original Hebrew melody in the horn; with percussion and upper
winds that seem to float off into the distance. The Hanukkah Gift is an alternative to the more traditional holiday programming.

–5–

March 104

Dia de Los Muertos (Day of the Dead)

(RBC Music Publishers)

(RBC Music Publishers)

March 104 is another work in a series, suggested by University of Houston conductor Eddie Green, that offers
contemporary techniques and an extended percussion section to young players. The march was inspired by the
Prokofiev March Op. 99. The original working title was March Op. 100, but after the initial research I decided to
use the cat’ s theme, somewhat distorted, from Peter and the Wolf. The piece was renamed March 104 based on
misinformation given to me about the temperature of a cat. Several months later, I received a phone message
from an associate that was somewhat alarming: “ I talked with my vet and he said that if your cat has a temperature of 104, he is a very sick cat!”

What is Dia de Los Muertos?
It is a fiesta in the graveyard! On November 2, children romp around the tombs and leaning crucifixes, munching tiny sugar skulls as their parents sit near the grave of a departed loved one, eating sweet tamales, pan de
los muertos (bread of the dead) and recalling fond memories of the difuntos (deceased). On this day the souls
of the dead receive divine permission to visit their living loved ones, who light the way with candles to the altar
laden with offerings of food and personal belongings they had been fond of when they still inhabited their bodies. The celebration is based on the common belief that the souls of the dead are able to visit their relatives in
this world. In Mexico the people say “ There can be no life without death before it, and there can be no death
without life before it.”

The work opens with a slow introduction that is mysterious in character, with an expanding dissonant chord
which leads to a tempo change of a quarter note equals 104 (a secondary reason for the title). Like the
Prokofiev march, the trumpet is featured in the first section, however, with a percussion ensemble accompaniment rather than full band. The second strain is improvisational in all parts except the percussion and the countermelody in the tenor sax, euphonium, bassoon, and one of the two bell parts being reminiscent of Karl King.
The trio has an alarming introduction played on three different pitched whistles. There is a brief reference to the
opening melodic material followed by a “ sonic boom.” The band “ marches off into the sunset” with a final
quotation from Prokofiev in the trumpet part.
…dim points of light…from becalmed vessels
signaling to each other in the surrounding gloom
(RBC Music Publishers)

This work follows no scheme or system. It was composed with the idea of teaching young children intervals and
pitch matching, applying their daily warm-up to a concert work.

My ideas for this piece came to me originally after I read a poem in, oddly enough, a Mexican cookbook. It was
about a child bringing tortillas and salt to the cemetery for a deceased loved one. After moving to Mexico I had
the pleasure of seeing the “ ritual” of the “ Dia de Los Muertos” first-hand. In the small villages the townspeople parade to the cemetery with lit candles, tortillas and salt, all the way singing and talking about their departed loved ones. It is a ceremony that is both “ dark” and “ joyful” – I thought that this could be portrayed in
music better than in any other art form.
This work is dedicated to the Lake Highlands High School Band (Dallas, Texas), Marion West Conductor and was
composed for the band’ s 2001 Midwest performance.
Prelude and Dance
(RBC Music Publishers)

I was looking for a certain feeling to accompany the mournful sound of ships in the fog, and I selected the
sonorities that seemed most appropriate. It is intended to be a “ cosmic seascape” – an elegy for the inharmonious ships that pass in the night in the distant fog or stand becalmed in the surrounding gloom. The title comes
from an unidentified source, long forgotten by this composer.
An additional “ personal” goal was to compose a work with a title that was longer than any title used by friend
and fellow composer, David Holsinger.
–6–

Prelude and Dance (Akdam ve Reekood) is a combination of my more recent style (the Prelude) and my earlier more traditional “ Hebrew” style (the dance). The Prelude is somewhat dark and mysterious with a wide variety of colors and textures for younger musicians to experience. The parallel fourths set an ominous and almost
brooding feeling. While the stopped horns (optional muted) and muted trombones, in conjunction with the percussive effects, offer contrast in color and texture, they paint a particularly interesting mood for the melody.
–7–
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